Airstream Tech Help Group
Howard Lefkowitz, #6077
Phil Broomall, #2654
Lawrence Kerner, #7044
Jamie King, #7018
This group has been established by WBCCI to help the membership with any of their technical RV problems. Examples
of questions that might be of interest to many members will be published in the Blue Beret. We will respond directly to you,
in response to your email or letter describing a problem you are having. We hope you will find this new service of value in the
care and feeding of your RV. You may contact us as follows: techhelp@wbcci.org or by mail: Howard Lefkowitz, 11508 Colt
Terrace, Silver Spring, MD 20902

Sewer System
The worst thing you can put in your
black or wash water tanks is formaldehyde or any type of chemical. This can
cause solids to build up, require constant cleaning of the tank and results in
your being banned from using some
dump stations. You need an active
bacteria product, which will decompose
solids and paper to produce liquefied
slurry that is easily dumped. One of the
best products I have found is eco-save,
which in the powdered form, costs about
50 cents per treatment. This product
also lubricates the valve seals and
cleans the tank sensors. You cannot
use any chemicals with this product
since it kills the bacteria. You must
completely clean both of your tanks
before you can use a bacteria product.
The first step is to thoroughly clean
both tanks to get rid of any chemicals or
solids left over from the previous use.
Put about two gallons of water into each
tank, ¼ cup of dishwasher fluid (Joy or
Dawn) and a bunch of ice cubes. Drive
to your next rally (at least an hour or
more) with this in the tanks and they will
be well scrubbed. Thoroughly rinse the
tanks with water and you should be
ready for your first bacteria treatment.
Put a quart of water in the tanks and the
recommended amount of bacteria powder and you should be ready to go. Put
a small amount of powder in the gray
tank to eliminate the rotten egg odor you
can get when you cannot dump for
several days.
The only barrier to keeping odors out
of your RV is water. Each sink and the
shower have a trap which holds water
and prevents odors from the wash water tank from coming into the RV. The
only thing keeping black water odors
out of the RV is the water in the toilet.
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On a recent rally a fellow camper asked
me how they could get rid of the terrible
odor that seemed to permeate the trailer
during the night. When I went to check
I found that the water had leaked out of
the toilet bowl. You must keep several
inches of water in the bowl at all times
since this is your odor barrier. Of course,
the toilet seal had a slow leak. Remember to put antifreeze in the bowl when
you winterize. Sometimes as the seal
ages it will get hard over the winter and
then leak. One trick I have found that
usually works is to let the water out and
put about ¼ inch of vegetable oil in the
bowl. Press the valve several times to
work the oil over the seal and then put
another ¼ inch of oil in the bowl and let
it stand till you are ready to use the RV for
your first trip. This has worked for me for
the last 16 years. However, I still carry a
new spare seal just in case the oil treatment does not work. I don’t want to be on
a caravan with a bad toilet seal and an
upset wife.
Every caravan I have been on has
scheduled dumps when you leave the
camping area. This is backwards. Always try to dump after you have driven
several hours, so your bacteria has had
a chance to decompose the contents of
the black tank. Dump on your way into
the new camp area and thoroughly clean
the tank. If a hose is available just stick
it in the tank through the toilet valve and
give it a good flush. If a hose is not
available, after you dump, fill the toilet to
the top and flush the tank. Do this twice.
The proper procedure is to dump the
black tank and then the wash water tank.
Your tanks should be about ¾ full for the
best flush. You don’t have to dump at
every campsite. Let the tanks fill at least
to the ½ level and plan your dumps
based upon the caravan manual. Al-

ways keep some wash water in the tank
so you can rinse the dump hose. It is very
difficult to completely empty your black
water tank after you have spent 2 to 3
days in a campsite. After you drive
several hours, you will have decomposed the solids and paper and, when
possible, you should dump when entering the next camping area.
On occasion I have solved the mystery of RV odor when the toilet seal was
OK, the tank was clean and a good
product was used in the tank. The air
vent tube had slipped down and was
below the tank water level or in one case
had actually pulled out of the tank. This
tube should be in the tank and above the
water level, so it can exhaust the gases
at the top of the RV. If everything else is
OK be sure to check the exhaust tube.
To summarize the main spares for
this system is a toilet seal, bacteria product and, of course, hoses and fittings.
Many years ago WSSC, our local
sanitation commission, supported a number of dump sites within several miles of
my residence. Over time they closed all
of these leaving the only available dump
site on route 95 between Baltimore and
Washington. This was located several
miles from me, with terrible traffic and
not easy to use. My solution was to
create my own dump site using a Macerator Pump. I set up a “T” connection
into my sewer system available through
a basement window. This was about 40
feet from my motorhome parking spot.
The Macerator attaches to my regular
Valtera hose outlet and uses a flat 50
foot 1” hose to pump out the tanks. You
also attach a water hose to thoroughly
rinse the tanks and hoses. Once hooked
up it takes about 10 minutes to completely dump and clean all of the parts.
The hose, being flat, stores nicely with
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the pump kit. Now I have my own dump
station. Since it is portable I can handle
virtually any sewer dump situation I might
run into on a caravan. At the 2006
International, I was parked near a dump
station but could not easily hookup to it
without buying 40 more feet of the 4”
dump hose. I hooked up my portable
Macerator Pump System and easily
dumped the rig and several of the
campers around me.

CB Radio
On a caravan or rally, communications among the participants and also
with the leader is extremely important.
You can learn where the best price is for
gas or diesel, the location of a good
eatery or some great attraction. More
important is changes in routing or time
of arrival, traffic problems and communicating your desired changes to the
leader. You should be traveling and
coordinating in small groups of two, three
or four between stops. Once you arrive
at a destination there will always be new
information to be disseminated. The principle method of communications will
always be the CB. Yes! This means you
should have a radio in both the tow
vehicle and your trailer. A hand held for
the trailer will also be useful when you
are on Parker Duty. Learn how to properly use the CB and test it before you
start on the caravan.
You don’t need a fancy radio with 6 or
7 knobs and switches for good communications. Actually, the most important
part of the radio is the antenna. Usually

the largest antenna provides the best
performance. Half of your antenna is
provided by the vehicle (the groundplane) it is attached too. The larger the
ground-plane the better your radio will
perform. Usually the best spot for a
magnetic mount is the center of your
automobile roof. After installing the antenna, it should be trimmed in size for
minimum VSWR at channel 16. Campers use channel 14 for communications
and truckers use 19, so this will optimize
the system for your use. Tuning the
antenna is done by changing its physical
length. There is usually a setscrew provided to do the tuning. Find a Ham Radio
or CB Operator (lots of them in WBCCI)
and they can help you with a VSWR
meter and the expertise you will need.
Or better still, have your local Unit do a
tune-up exercise at a rally. For the fiberglass motorhomes a ground-plane antenna will not work since you do not have
a nice aluminum skin. You will need a
non-ground-plane antenna. Some of
the early motorhomes had the wrong
type of antenna and never were able to
get satisfactory CB communications.
Again if you are not sure, find a Ham and
he can check your rig.
To set up your radio put your RF gain
control to maximum, turn off your noise
blanker and make sure you are in CB
mode (not weather or amplifier). Set the
radio to channel 14, turn up your volume
and adjust your squelch so that you hear
a constant noise level. The squelch
adjusts your sensitivity and thus ability to
hear everyone in range. This is the only
adjustment that you cannot just set and

forget. Since the background noise
changes constantly you should be checking this setting every 10 or 15 minutes.
Just lower the squelch until you hear the
noise level and then raise it slowly till the
radio gets quiet. This will give you the
maximum sensitivity and allow you to
hear everyone.
If your vehicle or local conditions are
causing a high constant noise level, then
switch on the noise blanker. Be sure and
turn it off when it is not needed or doing
any good since it reduces sensitivity.
Now you should be able to hear everyone within the range of your radio. But,
can they hear and understand you?
When you speak, key the microphone
and hold it about two inches from your
mouth. You need to hold it this close to
get good modulation and have others
understand what you are saying. If your
radio has a microphone gain control, you
can adjust this so you can get farther
away. I don’t recommend this because
you should get into the habit of keeping
a constant distance from the mike regardless of the radio you are using. If
you get closer or have the gain control
too high you can overdrive the radio and
distort your signal. The best way to check
this is to work with another rig and check
out your signals and settings before you
start a trip. Once everything is working
right all you have to do is adjust the
volume and the squelch.
Get into the habit of saying ‘over’
when you are done speaking and be
sure and listen first before you start
talking. Talk to you down the road.
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